
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Brian is an educator, entrepreneur, technologist, and policymaker who has spent
his life using technology to help others. As a former senior advisor at the White
House, he spearheaded the Obama administra on's efforts to leverage emerging
technologies in support of cri cal na onal priori es. Brian has helped to educate
heads of state, Fortune 500 CEO's and thousands of others as they race to get up
to speed on bitcoin and the blockchain before this new technology disrupts their
organisa ons. Dispelling popular misnomers and providing real-life examples and
insights on the strengths and weaknesses of this technology, to prepare leaders
for experimen ng with crypto currencies in their organisa ons.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Brian Forde provides crucial insights and real-life examples of how bitcoin and
the blockchain will rapidly impact companies, consumers and governments. In his
presenta ons, he breaks down this complex technology into simple, universally
understandable explana ons to help audiences quickly grasp one of the most
important emerging technologies for the next 10 years.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Brian delivers fascina ng and knowledgeable presenta ons full of insight into the
future of technology together with lively examples which reveal that, the future is
already here.

Brian Forde is the Co-Founder and CEO of Numero, Former White House Senior Advisor for Mobile and Data Innova on and
Former Director of Digital Currency at the MIT Media Lab where he led the world's largest academic research ini a ve on
cryptocurrencies.

Brian Forde
Leading Expert on Bitcoin and Blockchain

"Named one of the "Most Influen al People in Bitcoin and Blockchain"

Bitcoin, the Blockchain, and the Future
of Transactions
Cryptocurrency
Financial Markets
Big Data
Business Growth
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